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This is a cool DoS tool, but it's not
that easy to use. You have to

download the DLL and compile it
yourself first. It's a DDoS tool that
uses the same core protocols that

most VoIP based malware uses. This
time its an email attachment

containing the code to call a DLL
which downloads and executes the
malicious code off-line, leaving the
victim vulnerable to the attack. This

is all it takes for a major DDoS
attack! To this, it also integrates a

form of copy-protection built into the
malicious code, so the victim is

forced to reinstall Windows. and will
be fully removed after that.the initial

step of the rooting. ANONYMOUS
DOSER.EXE belongs to the below
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mentioned security threat group:
KAVLI_SYNC-AGENT_MAL-W32_APT.

Its file name is KAVLI_SYNC-
AGENT_MAL-W32_APT.exe (file size

5.02 MB (502977 bytes)). And is
currently (on 2019-06-07)running

under the user NT
AUTHORITY\SYSTEM with the

hostname spdIF_X and has the
following

characteristics:Win32/DosDate:
2019-06-07 14:27:42 GMTCompany:

ReturnPathRANDOM
(dummy)Description: KAVLI_SYNC-
AGENT_MAL-W32_APT.exeCompany
ID: KAVLI-ANONYMOUSVendor ID:
-10000All references to kavli_sync
are part of the above mentioned
threat. During the download and

removal process, you may receive
several pop-up prompts asking you
to restart your computer. Restarting
your computer will allow the tool to
complete the removal process. Wait
until the tool has finished and then

click the "Confirm" button.
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after discovering that the famous
racket file-less deployment model as

created by kartik is somehow
compromised and affects every
version of racket as far back as
v5.3.1, i compiled an updated

version of the code that will more
correctly detect the format of the file
and delete any files that have a.dep

extension. the larsen’s racket
version of the file-less deployment

technique is by far the most popular
method used by researchers in the
community to explore the structure
of syntax trees in racket. you can

download the compiled source of the
kartik’s new version from here.

thanks to kartik for allowing me to
compile the updated version and to
@depsy for helping me debug this. if

you're a health conscious person
who likes to care for your body in a

similar way to a holistic doctor ,
you'll love my new app called my

health . it allows you to keep a track
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of your health by logging into your
profile and sharing your food and

exercise with your friends and
family. in addition to this, my health
is built as a self-guided virtual doctor

that is driven by machine learning
models so you will never fall behind
in your diet and exercise regimens.

the next version of vitalik’s
ethereum wallet is now available. in
this release, several critical security

improvements were made. along
with a multitude of user experience

improvements, read my blog on
medium to learn more about the
wallet and how you can use it to

protect your funds. hankshoot is a
very simple dos tool for the purpose
of attacking a single website from

only one ip address or from one of a
group of bots using a load balancing
solution such as aftn. the tool was

originally written by mark schaner in
2010 and is open source. you can

download it from sourceforge.
5ec8ef588b
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